INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
friends is always	the	it takes," one of
the Trabue test sentences. Knally (passing over numerous
other forms of test) we come to those which employ the
traditional forms of induction and deduction more
obviously, The recognition of a general class is required
by a test composed of elements such as this : " In this
line of five words cross out the word which does not belong
there:
chair, table, sofa, jacket, stool.
And similarly in this, in which the candidate has to find
what the first three words have in common, and underline
that one of the remaining words which best goes with them :
Sparrow, eagle, robin (nest, hen, fly, air)l (from I KB. tests).
StiH more obviously in the class of logical forms are ques-
tions giving a syllogism and asking if the conclusion is
true, or false, or undetermined, as :
All of the houses on First Street were burned*
Mr. Smith's house was on Second Street.
Conclusion : Mr. Smith's house was not burned.2
More complicated forms of syllogistic reasoning occur in
Mr. Burt's Reasoning Tests, as :
Where the climate is hot, aloes and rubber will grow: heather
and grass will only grow where it is cold. Heather and rubber
require plenty of moisture : grass and aloes will grow only in fairly
dry regions. Near the river Amazon it is very hot and very damp-
'Which of the above grows there ?
A test simulating John Stuart Mill's logical methods of
Agreement and Difference is the writer's " Hindustani"
Test, which was one of those forming the first Northum-
berland Mental Tests. Its nature will be best understood
1 Both of these can be given with drawings instead of words, to obviate
language difficulties: while geometrical figures can also be used From
the above easy examples there is a continuous scale of difficulty up to
really hard examples.
* Smite CoBege Tests, Northampton, Mass., U.S.A.
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